RESEARCH

SCIENCE AND
RESEARCH

IN HIGH-TECH MODULES

TOP MANUFACTURERS
FOR TOP RESULTS

OUR LEASING MODEL –
THE INTERIM SOLUTION

Laboratory furnishings must meet the highest demands for quality,
precision and technical specifications. That’s why ADK Modulraum
works with an international network of special
manufacturers for its laboratory furnishing – from laminar
flow ceiling ventilation to service booms for lab equipment.

ADK Modulraum also leases entire wings of buildings and thereby
provides educational institutions with flexible interim
working space – such as for research projects that are
best separately from normal classroom activities.

YOUR ADK ADVANTAGES

An additional an inspection and certification service is also
available, which is conducted in the early construction phase by
ADK Modulraum with the aid of external institutes. As a result,
our laboratory modules can be used immediately following final
commissioning.

Here, leasing payments are distributed over the time period of
actual use according to the “pay as you earn” principle. In this
way, during a construction project there’s no financial pressure
for customers and payments can be postponed until a facility actually starts to earn money.

Extensive experience with technical furnishings
for research facilities

Long-term dependability through ADK Modulraum’s facility
management, documentation and warranty

Worldwide network of leading special
manufacturers

Inspections via external institutes during
the production phase

Comprehensive planning of buildings
for scientific needs

Flexible facility enlargements if needed after completion

REFERENCES (examples)

GMP Blood Bank,
Erlangen

Microelectronic
Cleanrooms,
Innsbruck

S2 Laboratory,
Erlangen

Police Laboratory,
Chemnitz

GMP Pharmaceutical
Facility,
Erlangen

PCR Laboratory,
Koblenz
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Customer Specific and Fully Equipped.

WORKING AND RESEARCHING

IN PERFECT CLEANROOMS

In no other professional field is the quality of the working environment so decisive as in scientific research. Here, laboratories,
cleanrooms and other scientific facilities must fulfill highly
specific requirements to ensure the reliability and
success of scientific projects.
In general, scientific research facilities require a working environment where technical equipment and hygienic factors are
carefully considered from the very beginning. Modular room
components are particularly well suited for this purpose – thanks
to their unusually detailed planning, the use of centralized
production processes and the high quality of their
industrial manufacturing – which makes them ideal
for complex high-tech buildings. And because our modular rooms
are delivered fully equipped from our production facilities, there’s
no longer any need for on-site construction crews which usually
contaminate a structure.
In no other type of industrial construction do the building standards and technical requirements change as rapidly as with laboratory facilities. For planners and architects it is therefore critically important to think about future modifications to a building
even in the initial planning phase of a project. At the same time,
globalization of scientific studies demands standardized
work stations, which are equally familiar to researchers
from North America as well as their colleagues in Europe.
That’s why structural engineering (semi-finished and finished
buildings) as well as infrastructure planning (technical subsystems
and equipment) are making increased use of modular and
prefabricated components. Here, the assembly,
shipment and installation requirements, as well as the various
combination options for individual modules can be established
and standardized.

Pharmaceutical Facility, Erlangen
A three-story pharmaceutical
facility built to GMP standards.
Constructed: 2009

S2 Laboratory, Erlangen A
three-story S2 laboratory for
biomedical research.
Constructed: 2009

